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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Voice Personal Assistant (VPA) systems such as Amazon Alexa and
Google Home have been used by tens of millions of households.
Recent work demonstrated proof-of-concept attacks against their
voice interface to invoke unintended applications or operations.
However, there is still a lack of empirical understanding of what
type of third-party applications that VPA systems support, and what
consequences these attacks may cause. In this paper, we perform an
empirical analysis of the third-party applications of Amazon Alexa
and Google Home to systematically assess the attack surfaces. A key
methodology is to characterize a given application by classifying
the sensitive voice commands it accepts. We develop a natural
language processing tool that classifies a given voice command
from two dimensions: (1) whether the voice command is designed
to insert action or retrieve information; (2) whether the command is
sensitive or nonsensitive. The tool combines a deep neural network
and a keyword-based model, and uses Active Learning to reduce
the manual labeling effort. The sensitivity classification is based on
a user study (N=404) where we measure the perceived sensitivity
of voice commands. A ground-truth evaluation shows that our tool
achieves over 95% of accuracy for both types of classifications. We
apply this tool to analyze 77,957 Amazon Alexa applications and
4,813 Google Home applications (198,199 voice commands from
Amazon Alexa, 13,644 voice commands from Google Home) over
two years (2018-2019). In total, we identify 19,263 sensitive “action
injection” commands and 5,352 sensitive “information retrieval”
commands. These commands are from 4,596 applications (5.55%
out of all applications), most of which belong to the “smart home”
category. While the percentage of sensitive applications is small,
we show the percentage is increasing over time from 2018 to 2019.

Alexa, Google-Home, Skill, Voice-applications, Sensitive-commands,
Sensitive-keyword, Malicious-command, Active-learning.
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INTRODUCTION

The ubiquitous usage of the Internet of Things (IoT) devices has
proliferated the number of Voice Personal Assistant (VPA) systems in our home. As of Jan 2019, over 66.5 million households
in the US [14] have one or more VPAs such as Amazon Alexa [2],
Google Home [13], and Homepod [7]. The two dominating manufactures Amazon and Google introduce the voice assistant applications
called “skills”1 . Third-party developers have built and published
more than 84,000 skills worldwide in the application markets in
2019 [5, 17]. Users can “talk” to these applications to complete various tasks including opening a smart lock, starting their car, placing
shopping orders, and transferring money to a friend. Although these
applications bring convenience, they also introduce new attack surfaces. Recent research shows that remote attackers can craft hidden
voice commands to trigger the VPAs to launch malicious actions
without user knowledge [63, 73, 76]. More recent work shows that
attackers can publish malicious skills with similar pronunciations
to fool the VPA to invoke the wrong application [47, 78]. Existing
works have focused on proof-of-concept attacks by pointing out the
potential ways of launching the attacks. However, there is a lack
of empirical understanding of what functionality the third-party
applications provide, and thus makes it difficult to systematically
assess the consequences of these attacks.
In this paper, we perform the first large-scale measurement on
the third-party applications of Amazon Alexa and Google Home to
systematically assess the attack surfaces. More specifically, given
a voice assistant application, we seek to characterize its risk by
detecting and analyzing the sensitive voice commands that are
subject to potential attacks. Based on the recent proof-of-concept
attacks [47, 63, 73, 76, 78], there are two main types of attack consequences: (1) controlling the system to perform an action, and
1 Google

calls the applications as “actions". For consistency, we also call them as skills.

(2) obtaining sensitive information. As such, we develop a natural
language processing tool that classifies a given voice command
from two dimensions. First, we examine whether a voice command
is designed to insert an action (e.g., controlling a smart device) or
retrieve information (e.g., obtaining user bank balance). Second, we
classify whether the command is sensitive or nonsensitive. These
two dimensions help to provide a more comprehensive view of the
voice assistant skills, and their susceptibility to the existing attacks.

take 5.55% of all the available skills. Note that there are some duplicated skills and voice commands for 2018 and 2019. After removing
the duplicates (6,058 sensitive commands and 1,216 sensitive skills)
between Alexa 2018 & Alexa 2019, and duplicates (40 sensitive commands and 165 sensitive skills) between Google 2018 & Google 2019,
we identify 18,517 unique sensitive voice commands (16,844 from
Amazon Alexa and 1,673 from Google), and 3,215 unique sensitive
skills (2,987 from Amazon Alexa and 228 from Google). 90.46% of
these sensitive commands are from skills that are used to communicate with smart-home devices. Surprisingly, categories that
are traditionally perceived to be sensitive (e.g., “Health” and “Kid”)
rarely have sensitive voice commands and skills. Even the “Shopping” category only contributed 146 sensitive commands across the
two platforms. We also find that the sensitive voice commands are
highly concentrated on a few sets of “actions”. The top 30 sensitive
keywords effectively cover 98.7% and 99.3% sensitive commands in
Amazon Alexa and Google Home respectively. Overall, the results
show that despite a large number of available skills (over 82,770),
only a small portion of skills are for security and privacy-sensitive
tasks that deserve further attention from researchers for security
analysis. However, the number of sensitive skills and voice commands increase from 2018 to 2019 (907 new sensitive skills, and
6,088 new sensitive commands).

Challenges.
There are four key challenges to automatically
analyze the functionality of VPA skills. First, unlike smartphone
apps whose binaries (or source code) are available for analysis,
voice applications are essentially web programs that are hidden
behind the cloud (e.g., Amazon/Google cloud). Thus, we cannot
characterize the voice skills using traditional API analysis but need
to design new tools to analyze its natural language interface (or
voice commands). Second, the voice commands supported by VPA
skills are very short, which provides little information to run typical
Natural Language Processing tools. Third, there are already a large
number of VPA skills in the current markets, and labeling their data
(for model training) requires expensive manual efforts. Fourth, the
perceived sensitivity of a voice command could vary from person
to person, the measurement of which requires user participation.
System Design.
To automatically analyze the voice commands,
we design two classification models to characterize the capability
and the sensitivity of the voice commands respectively.
First, regarding the voice command’s capability, we train a model
to classify action injection commands that control smart devices and
services, information retrieval commands that retrieve information
from the application. For example, “Alexa, ask Watch-Man to open
the red door” is an injection command, while “Alexa, ask Macys
where is the nearest store to me” is a retrieval command. Our model is
based on a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [44]. To overcome
the short length of each command, we append the skill category
information to provide contexts. In addition, we design an active
learning-based workflow so that we can minimize manual labeling
efforts to train an accurate model. The ground-truth evaluation
shows that our model achieves an accuracy of 95%.
Second, regarding the voice command’s sensitivity, we build a
model to classify sensitive commands from nonsensitive ones. For
example, “Alexa, unlock my front door” is a sensitive command while
“Alexa, play Harry Potter Quiz” is nonsensitive. The challenge is
that sensitivity classification is rather subjective, and conventional
user studies have limited scalability. As such, we use automated
algorithms for sensitive keyword extraction and then perform a
user study (N=404) for keyword pruning. Instead of using complex
machine learning models (whose results are difficult to interpret
during post-analysis), we use a keyword-based model that achieves
an accuracy of 95.6% in finding the sensitive voice commands.

Summary of Contributions.
Our key contributions are:
• First, we perform the first large-scale empirical measurement
on two dominating Voice Personal Assistant application markets, covering 82,770 skills and 211,843 voice commands.
• Second, our results provide new understandings of the capability and the sensitivity of the third-party applications. We
identify a small set of sensitive applications (5.55%) that contributed to the vast majority of sensitive voice commands.
• Third, we design and implement automated tools to classify
VPA skills and their voice commands [18].
• Fourth, we perform a user survey with 400+ participants to
measure the perceived sensitivity of voice commands.
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Figure 1: System model of how Amazon Alexa process a voice command.

Measurement Results.
We apply this tool to analyze 77,957
Amazon Alexa skills and 4,813 Google Home skills over two years
(2018-2019). We identify 19,263 sensitive “action injection” commands and 5,352 sensitive “information retrieval” commands. We
find these sensitive voice commands are from a small set of 4,596
skills (4,203 Alexa skills and 393 Google Home skills), which only

Voice Personal Assistant (VPA) is a software agent, which provides aids for individuals, like setting calendar events, making reservations, controlling smart home devices. Most VPAs such as Amazon Alexa and Google Home use a cloud-based model to host skills
and interact with users. The workflow is shown in Figure 1. After
the user talks to the VPA device (❶), the voice command is first
sent to the Amazon/Google Cloud (❷). The cloud needs to translate
the natural language command into an API call, and then sends the
2

“Alexa, disarm
August Lock”

API call to the corresponding skill servers). To develop a skill, thirdparty developers can either host their skill servers directly within
the cloud, or they can run the server independently. Regardless of
which way the developers choose, they typically rely on the cloud
to parse and interpret the voice command and route the API calls.
The natural language process system in the cloud is the main target
(or weak link) to launch attacks. We will introduce specific threat
models in the next section. Some of the skills are used to control
other smart home devices. In this case, either the Amazon/Google
cloud or the skill server will send the request to the smart devices
to perform tasks or configure the settings (❸–❹). After processing,
the operation status or response will be sent back to users (❺–❻).
Some of the skills require the user to create an account (e.g.,
shopping services, banks, smart device services). Both Amazon
Alexa and Google Home use OAuth to link the user’s skill-specific
account to the user’s voice assistant device so that users can interact
with the skill service through the VPA system. This mechanism is
called account linking. Many simple skills such as games, quizzes,
and question-answering typically do not require account linking.
Google Home and Amazon Alexa maintain their “app stores”
where each application (skill) has its own web page. For each skill,
the web page shows the voice commands associated with that particular skill. Note that Amazon Alexa only allows up to three voice
commands listed as example commands (five commands for Google
Home skills). As such, developers would list the most important
commands in the application descriptions in the introduction page.

3

(a) Hidden Voice Command Attack: Unauthorized user (e.g., highfrequency sounds), unauthorized members of the house (e.g., kids), or
even background music that accidentally triggered unintended actions
(e.g., unlock the door).

Alexa, open
Paypal

“Paepal”
Server
(malicious)

“Paypal”
Server
(benign)

(b) Skill Squatting Attack: Attacker registering a malicious skill whose
name sounds like that of the “PayPal” skill. The cloud could misinterpret
the user voice command to invoke the malicious skill.
Figure 2: Two types of attack against the VPA system.

attacker can record sensitive information (such as account balance,
PIN code) if they also compromised microphones [8] in the home.
Attackers can develop and publish a
Skill Squatting Attack.
malicious skill to collect sensitive user information. The key idea
of skill squatting is to register the skill with a name that sounds
similar to the target skill. As is shown in Figure 2b, the Cloud may
misinterpret the voice commands and invoke the malicious skills
instead of the legitimate skills since their names sound similar. Then
attackers can collect sensitive information (such as PIN code, PII)
as users think they are interacting with the legitimate PayPal skill.

PROBLEM DEFINITION AND GOALS

In this section, we present the threat model and our research questions regarding the attack surfaces of VPA systems.

3.1

Smart Lock
Server

Threat Model

Researchers show different proof-of-concept attacks that can exploit the VPA ecosystem. Recent papers demonstrate that remote
attackers can send malicious voice commands to control the devices stealthily [73]. Attackers can also create malicious skills whose
names have similar pronunciations with those of popular skills, as
a way to trick users to invoke malicious skills without their knowledge [47, 78]. Recent incidents [3, 10] also show that background
noise or TV commercials can trigger unwanted actions in the VPA
system. Despite the proof-of-concept, it is not yet clear what consequences these attacks can cause. The reason is that we still lack the
understanding of what existing skills are capable of doing, and how
sensitive their tasks are. As such, in this paper, we seek to measure
the capability and sensitivity of the voice commands and the skills.
In our threat model, the VPAs are trusted. We focus on two types
of attacks from external attackers:

3.2

Analysis Goals

Given a skill and its voice commands, we seek to understand the
capability and sensitivity of each voice command, to better understand the potential consequences caused by the above attacks. Note
that this analysis is different from analyzing the data collection
controlled by permissions. Alexa and Google Home also have permissions similar to smartphones, but these permissions are limited,
and only protect information from Amazon or Google account (e.g.,
user’s zipcode). We focus on a different and more common way of
data collection, where skills get the information from users directly
via voice interfaces, instead of via Amazon or Google’s account.
Capability Measurement.
We classify the voice command’s
capability based on whether it is used to inject actions, or retrieve
information. On one hand, an action injection command can be
directly exploited by hidden voice attacks to insert an action (e.g.,
unlocking doors, placing shopping orders) without user knowledge.
On the other hand, an information retrieval voice command can
be used for collecting sensitive information or return users’ wrong
information (e.g., fake news). For commands that get information
from the skill, the skill squatting attacker can pretend to be a benign
skill and give fake information. Since users are interacting with the
malicious skill (without knowing the skill is the wrong one), they
would trust the fake information from the malicious skill. Besides,

Hidden Voice Command Attack.
Remote attackers can send
malicious voice commands to trigger the VPAs for malicious actions.
The voice commands can be sent through compromised local speakers or embedded in TV commercials and popular music. By utilizing
the feature that humans cannot hear the high-frequency sound, an
attacker can trigger the malicious voice commands without the
user’s notice [63, 76]. As illustrated in Figure 2a using inaudible
voice command, an attacker can trigger malicious events in smart
home devices such as unlock the smart door lock. Moreover, an
3

an attacker can launch the hidden voice command attack to invoke a
benign skill and send an information retrieval command secretly to
the VPA, for example, “what is my PIN code?”, When the VPA reply
with sensitive information, the attacker can record the information
by a compromised speaker.

Skill
Command

4.1

Skill Name

Command Line

Type

“Stop the camera”
“Show me the last activity from front door”
“Lock the door”
“Ask FordPass to start my car”
“Tell FordPass to list all cars on the account”

Injection
Retrieval
Injection
Injection
Retrieval

Schlage Sense
FordPass

Table 1: Example skills and their sensitive voice commands.

Table 1 lists three example skills and their sensitive commands.
Blink is a home security skill that controls the cameras and alarms.
For example, the user can change the home security mode by saying an injection command “Alexa, ask Blink to arm/disarm my
home system”, and check the camera feeds by a retrieval command
“Alexa, show me the last activity from the front door”. The underlying danger is that the security mode can be changed by attackers
and it might release the user’s recorded video information. Schlage
Sense controls the smart locks on the doors. The user can use this
skill to lock/unlock the door by the injection command “Alexa,
lock/unlock the front door” and check the door status by the retrieval command “Alexa, is the front door locked?”. The possible
threat is that this skill gives incorrect door status to the user, leaving the user’s home in a dangerous situation. FordPass is a skill
to control network-connected cars. Users can control the car by
injection commands “Alexa, ask FordPass to start/stop my car”, and
obtain vehicle information by the retrieval command “Alexa, ask
FordPass my tire pressure”. Our goal is to identify and characterize
these sensitive voice commands that are likely subject to attacks.
More examples of sensitive and nonsensitive voice commands are
shared via the following link [19].
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Alexa
US 2018

Google
2019

Google
2018

31,413
80,129

20,213
51,922

26,331
66,148

3,148
9,096

1,665
4,548

Data Collection

For our analysis, we collected data for existing applications in the
Alexa store [1] and Google Home store [12]. The goal is to cover a
large number of applications with a priority for the popular ones.
First, given an app store, we started from the homepage to identify
all the application categories (23 categories in the Alexa store, and
18 categories in the Google Home store). Then, we crawled all the
indexed skills and their introduction page under each category.
Each skill’s introduction page contains the skill name, skill description, category information, developer information, user rating and
reviews, privacy policies, and the supported voice commands.
We crawled five datasets during 2018 and 2019 (Table 2). More
specifically, we crawled the Alexa US store and Google Home store
in June 2018, and later again in May 2019. Since Alexa has regionbased skill markets, to compare the difference of skills in different
regions, in August 2019, we also crawled a snapshot of Alexa UK
(United Kingdom) store for comparison purposes (Google Home
only has one universal app store). Note that even for the same store,
the different snapshots do not necessarily contain the same set of
skills. For example, comparing Alexa US 2019 and Alexa US 2018,
there were only 18,309 (58.28%) skills in both snapshots as new
skills are entering the stores while old skills disappearing. Even for
skills in both snapshots, we found developers may update the skill
description and example voice commands. In total, there are 38,093
(47.5%) overlapping voice commands in 2018 and 2019 Alexa US
data. Moreover, we observed 1,060 skills and 1,441 voice commands
from Google 2018 also appeared in Google 2019 data.
In total, there were 82,770 skills (77,957 from Amazon Alexa and
4,813 from Google Home) in the five datasets. By referencing the
publicly reported statistics on Amazon Alexa and Google Home
stores [4, 65], we believe our datasets are rather complete. In the
following, for the ease of presentation, we will mainly use the
datasets in the US store 2019 to present our findings. To show the
evolution of the skills from 2018-2019 and the skills in different
regions, we will present these results in the Section 5.3 evolution
analysis, and Section 5.3 region-based analysis.

Motivating Examples

Blink SmartHome

Alexa
UK 2019

Table 2: Our dataset.

Sensitivity Measurement.
We seek to investigate whether the
voice command is sensitive. Regardless of the capability (action
injection or information retrieval), certain voice commands do not
carry real risks, especially for simple skills without account linking,
e.g., games and quizzes. Our goal is to differentiate the sensitive
commands (e.g., unlock the front door) with the nonsensitive ones
(e.g., tell me some jokes) by considering user perceptions. In this
work, we identify those voice commands as sensitive if exploited
they will bring damage to the user by either leaking private information (e.g., bank balance, inbox message) or violating security
(e.g., unlock the front door, stop recording camera) via hacking IoT
devices. In contrast, according to our definition, nonsensitive voice
commands do not pose security or privacy threat if exploited. Voice
commands that give general information (e.g., restaurant information, weather information) or use to operate third party applications
that have no security implication generally fall into nonsensitive
class (e.g., tell a joke, play rock music).

3.3

Alexa
US 2019

Extracting Voice Commands.
As previously mentioned, each
skill page displays several example voice commands, which are
easy to extract. However, Amazon Alexa only allows showing up
to three voice commands on the page [1] and Google Home allows
showing up to five voice commands [16]. Due to this limit, we find
that developers often include additional voice commands in the skill
description as a list or in a double quote. To extract voice commands
from the skill description, we follow the steps below.
(1) We convert the text to the lowercase format, convert Unicode
objects to ASCII strings, and remove special characters.
(2) We divide the description into different chunks, based on a
line break, newline, and double-quote (“”).
(3) If the text chunk starts with the wake word (i.e., “alexa,”
“google,”), then we mark that text chunk as a voice command.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

In the following section, we will describe the details of our data
collection, system design, and experiment methodology.
4

Table 2 shows the number of voice commands extracted from
each dataset (combining example commands and commands in the
description). In total, we extracted 211,843 voice commands. While
we cannot guarantee the voice command extraction is exhaustive,
we argue that developers are motivated to put the most essential
commands on the skill page to showcase the skill’s functionality
and teach users how to use the skill. Later in Section 4.6, we will
run a dynamic interaction experiment with skills, and show that
our voice command extraction is already rather complete.

4.2

duplicate voice commands for Amazon Alexa and 296 duplicate
voice commands for Google Home.

4.3

Data Labeling

Our model training and evaluation require “ground-truth” data, and
we create a small ground-truth dataset by manually labeling voice
commands. Our model training is primarily based on the Alexa US
2019 data. Then, we evaluate the trained model on both Alexa US
2019 and Google Home 2019 data.
For training the capability analysis model, we randomly select 862
Amazon Alexa skills covering all 23 categories, and label the 1,810
voice commands as “action injection” or “information retrieval”.
To validate model performance, from Amazon Alexa we randomly
select another 247 skills and label 475 voice commands. From Google
Home, we randomly select 87 skills and label 200 commands.
Similarly, for training the sensitivity analysis model, we randomly
select 721 skills from Alexa and label 1,652 voice commands into
“sensitive” and “nonsensitive”. For model validation, we select another 99 skills from Alexa and label 275 voice commands. From
Google Home, we randomly select 83 skills and label 200 commands.
We have three researchers to label the voice commands. Each
researcher works independently on the labeling tasks. If the three
researchers label a command differently, we use the majority voting
to resolve the conflict. For the labels on “action injection” and
“information retrieval”, we have very consistent labels across voice
commands (agreement rate = 97.33%, Fleiss’ kappa = 0.903) [34].
For the labels regarding sensitivity, the researchers have slightly
bigger differences (agreement rate = 94.46%, Fleiss’ kappa = 0.93).
Because the sensitivity label is rather subjective, we conduct a user
study to further validate and calibrate the sensitivity assessment
(details are explained in Section 4.5).

Data Pre-processing

Before building the classification models, we first pre-process the
voice command datasets to produce a clear format. We use the
Amazon Alexa US 2019 and Google Home 2019 as the primary
datasets to explain the following steps.
1. Removing voice commands used for enabling skills. These
voice commands are used to turn on (or invoke) the skill on the
user device (e.g., open Amex, start Song Quiz). We remove them
since they don’t indicate the function of the skill or perform any
actions. As a result, we remove 29,784 voice commands for Amazon
Alexa, and 2,949 voice commands for Google Home.
2. Extracting action from a voice command.
The action of a
voice command refers to a user request. According to the developer
guide [15, 21], voice commands must follow the general patterns
(defined by Amazon and Google) as follows• <action> <connecting word> <invocation name>
• Ask <invocation name> <connecting word> <action>
• Ask <invocation name> < action>
• Ask <invocation name> <question beginning with a supported question word such as ‘what’, ‘how’, etc.>
Based on the above rules, we extract actions from voice commands.
For example, for command “Ask Mastermind to text Kelly Miller”,
we first tag “Mastermind” as the invocation name, and then identify
the connecting word “to”. After that, we find the action word, which
is “text Kelly Miller”.

4.4

Experiment 1. Capability Analysis Model

To classify if a voice command is action injection or information
retrieval, we apply active learning [36, 53, 67, 72] to achieve our
targeted accuracy with limited labeled data. Transfer learning might
be another option for dealing with limited labeled data [39, 60, 61,
74], but in our case, active learning turns out to be a better solution
because it is challenging to find a relevant source domain.
We use Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for building the
core machine learning model in our active learning approach. Applying CNN to natural language processing, especially text classification has been proven effective compared to the other DNN (Deep
Neural Network) models [44, 51]. We build our embedding layer
from word2vec [59] model using 80,129 unlabeled voice commands
from Alexa US 2019 data. Our model classifies the outcome of the
inputted voice command using a softmax dense layer, predicting
its capability category.
Algorithm-1 shows the procedure of model training. Let us first
m denotes
illustrate some preliminaries and notations. L = {x i , yi }i=1
the training dataset which contains m number of labeled instances,
n
whereas U = {x i }i=m+1
indicates the set of unlabeled instances.
Here, x i ∈ Rd is a d-dimensional feature vector and the class label,
yi ∈ C = {0, 1}, where zero and one represents action injection, and
information retrieval class respectively. We consider achieving a
targeted accuracy as a stopping criterion for active learning [50, 79].
For each round R, we calculate the uncertainty value of instances

3. Data structure formatting.
In this step, we remove punctuation, convert all the characters to the lowercase, and convert
numeric value to the corresponding alphabetic value (e.g. 1 to “one”,
2 to “two”). We also replace all the invocation name with a general
name. For example, “ask mastermind to text Kelly Miller” will be
converted to “ask invk_name to text Kelly Miller”. This step is to
remove potential distractions for the classification models.
4. Adding category name.
Voice commands are usually too
short and lack the necessary context. To mitigate it, we concatenate
the skill category to the voice command to provide the context.
5. Removing redundancy.
For example, “CNN Flash Briefing”,
“ABC News Update” and “Fox News” are three news skills who have
the voice command “what’s in the news?”. We remove such identical voice commands to avoid biases of the trained models. Note
that after the pre-processing steps above, certain previously nonidentical commands become identical now. For example, “ask Doctor
Who Facts for a fact” and “ask Unofficial Stargate Facts for a fact”
become the same command after replacing invocation name with
a common term (invk_name) in step-3. In total, we remove 1,141
5

Algorithm 1 Retraining-based Active Learning algorithm for Capability Analysis Model

of certain keywords. Because such skills usually have more sensitive functionality (e.g., unlock the door, stop recording camera, etc.)
compared to the non-account linking skills. With this observation,
we design the keyword-based solution to identify sensitive voice
commands. Figure 3 illustrates our complete keyword-based search
technique. We can divide our whole keyword-based search technique into three different phases- (1) Sensitive keyword extraction,
(2) Expanding sensitive keyword set, and (3) Fine-tune keyword set
using user survey. The first phase is used for extracting sensitive
keyword set from voice commands while the second phase is used
for increasing that sensitive keyword set. As sensitiveness is subjective, our third phrase includes an online survey to collect feedback
on the keywords that are selected by our tool. Note that, the online
survey is approved by IRB (Institutional Review Board). Finally, we
get the ultimate sensitive keyword set that we use for evaluating
the sensitiveness of a voice command.
Sensitive Keyword Extraction. Initially, we have three sensitive
keyword sets A1 , A2 , A3 (identified by three annotators while labeling sensitive voice commands). After aggregating all the sensitive
keywords, we have the initial keyword set, K I = A1 ∩ A2 ∩ A3 .
Then, we use RAKE (Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction) [62] for
extracting sensitive keywords, R S from sensitive voice commands,
S and nonsensitive keywords, R N from nonsensitive voice commands, N . We remove those sensitive keywords from R S that are
also present in R N . And thus, we compute keywords, R ′ (= R S −R N )
unique to sensitive voice commands. Finally, we get the initial sensitive keyword set (which contains 68 sensitive keywords).
Sensitive keyword set expansion. To decrease the false-negative
ratio, we expand our sensitive keyword set by using word2vec [59].
To train the word2vec model, we use 80,129 unlabeled voice commands from Alexa US 2019 data to get expanded keyword set, R E′ .
These keywords are semantically similar to our sensitive keywords,
listed in R ′ . In this way, we get 38 new sensitive keywords. As a
result, the size of our total keywords, R ′′ (= R ′ ∪ R E′ ) become 106.
Fine-tune keyword set using survey. We launch an online survey to get a fine-tuned keyword set. From the survey, we get our
final keyword set that contains 57 sensitive keywords.
Survey Design. We launch our survey through Mechanical Turk [6]
to collect data from a larger population. We collect three different
categories of information: how often users use VPA, users’ opinions
on sensitive keywords, and users’ demographic information.
From the first two steps of the keyword-based approach, we
get 106 sensitive keywords. Listing this large set of keywords in
the survey might introduce boredom to the participants. That’s
why we divide the keyword list into two subsets before running
the survey. First, to find out whether user uses voice assistant or
not, we begin with simple questions; e.g. do users’ ever use any
voice personal assistant (e.g., Google Home, Amazon Alexa) or, do
they use voice assistants (e.g, SIRI, Cortana, Google Assistant) in
their mobile devices, and also how long they have been using it.
Then, we show them a list of voice commands highlighting the
functional keywords which represent the functionality of the voice
commands. For example, for the following command– ‘Alexa, tell
Virtual Keypad to “arm” my system away’, we highlight functional
keyword “arm”. Next, we ask users to classify functional keywords
into five different scales of sensitiveness, including - not sensitive,
less sensitive, neutral, sensitive, and most sensitive. We also include

1: Input: Labeled data set L, unlabeled data set U, validation set, V
2: Output: Trained Model, M R and Model’s Accuracy, A
3: procedure TrainCapabilityAnalysisModel
4:
Train the classifier on L
5:
R ← initialize to zer o
6:
repeat
7:
R ← R+1
8:
for each instance, x i ∈ U, yi ∈ C = {0, 1} do
9:
calculate uncertainty, PL (yi |x i ) using Equation 1
10:
end for
11:
Choose uncertainty set, {x j∗ }100
j =1 using Equation 2
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

Construct newly labeled set, {x j∗, y j∗ }100
j =1
L ← L ∪ {x j∗, y j∗ }100
j=1
U ← U \ {x j∗ }100
j =1
Re-train the model using L
Compute accuracy, A of the current model, M R on V
until A > 95%
Return Trained Model, M R and Model’s Accuracy, A
end procedure

from the unlabeled dataset according to Equation 1 in Line 8-10 of
Algorithm 1.
PL (yi |x i ) = |p(0|x i ) − p(1|x i ) |
(1)
In Equation 1, P L indicates the uncertainty value of an instance,
and p denotes the probability of an instance being in one class.
{x ∗ }R = ar дmin (PL (yi |x i ))

(2)

100

We then select those instances for which the model is mostly uncertain and label these instances manually. At each round, we select
100 most uncertain data,{x ∗ } R according to Equation 2. Then, we
remove {x ∗ } R from U and label {x ∗ } R by human to get {x ∗ , y ∗ } R .
And thus, we get additional labeled data L ← L ∪ {x ∗ , y ∗ } R to
train the model in the next round. We keep iterating this process
until we reach our targeted accuracy. We compute our model’s
performance on a fixed validation data, V = {x j , y j }475
j=1 . We stop
this data augmentation process as soon as our model reach our
expected performance. Since active learning is an iterative process,
we need to decide when to stop the process. The most popular
techniques for active learning stopping criteria are - achieving targeted accuracy, number of total iterations, gradient-based stopping,
confidence-based stopping, performance degrading point, achieving stable performance [50, 79]. We set the targeted accuracy as
95% to be the stopping criteria.

4.5

Experiment 2. Sensitivity Analysis Model

Sensitive
Keyword
Extraction

Expanding
Keyword
Set

Fine-tune
using
survey

Final
Keyword
Set

Figure 3: System Overview for the keyword-based approach of finding sensitive and nonsensitive voice commands.

We observe that it is intuitive to estimate the sensitivity of voice
commands of account linking required skills based on the presence
6

4.6.2 Seed sensitive command for testing. Next, with the automated
interaction tool, we test if skills support sensitive commands.

the “other” option for each of the voice commands where the user
can list different functional keywords if she feels the highlighted
one does not represent the functionality of the voice command.
Finally, we collect users’ demographic information, such as- age,
gender, education level, and occupation. We have uploaded all of
our survey questions via these links [22, 23].



1 if (#most sens. + #sens.) >



φ(x ) =
(#not sens. + #less sens. + #neutral),



 0 otherwise


Categories and Commands.
For doing the sanity check, we
use our keyword-based model to identify sensitive voice commands.
Unfortunately, 2,782 number of skills require account linking, and
1,657 of them are from the smart home category. As a result, we are
unable to do the sanity check in this critical category due to the
lacking of legitimate information. We select top 154 sensitive voice
commands (based on the number of occurrences) from the following categories- shopping, communication, productivity, business &
finance, and health & fitness. Because undocumented voice commands from these categories can damage a lot compared to others.
We randomly choose 50 skills from those five categories, and investigate potential undocumented voice commands (250 skills in total).
We run our experiment by taking each of the voice commands from
each category, and test it with all the skills in that category.

(3)

Survey Results and Analysis. In our survey, we also included
an attention check question to identify invalid responses. After
removing 221 invalid responses, we collected a total of 404 valid
responses (199 for part-I and 205 for part-II). In the following, we
focus on understanding users’ responses to our sensitive keyword
list. Participants can classify a keyword into five different scales (not
sensitive, less sensitive and neutral are counted as a nonsensitive
vote, whereas sensitive and most sensitive are counted as a sensitive
vote). According to the Equation 3, we decide whether a keyword
belongs to a sensitive class or nonsensitive class. If φ(x) is equal to
one for a particular keyword, then it is considered as a sensitive
keyword, otherwise, that is categorized as a nonsensitive keyword.
After this process, the size of our final keyword list becomes 57.
Our survey results show that most participants are likely to agree
with the sensitive keywords we generate in the first two stages
(sensitive votes and most sensitive votes add up to 53.8%). We have
uploaded all the sensitive keywords to this link [11].

4.6

5

MEASUREMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

We evaluate the performance of our method and find it effective
for both the capability analysis (F1-score is 96.33%) and sensitivity
analysis (F1-score is 91.78). We also run a systematic measurement
of voice commands, including perspectives such as cross-platform
analysis, category analysis, evolution analysis, and region-based
analysis. With all the data we analyzed, we have found 5.55% (4,596
out of 82,770) skills are sensitive, and 11.62% (24,615 out of 211,843)
voice commands are sensitive. We show the details of our evaluation
and measurement results below. For ease of presentation, we report
the results on US store data in 2019, and compare the results with
2018 data, and UK data in Section 5.3 and Section 5.3 respectively.

Sanity Check for Undocumented Voice
Commands

5.1

In this section, we conduct an extra step to uncover “undocumented”
voice commands supported by skills. By “undocumented” we refer
to those voice commands that are not listed in skill’s recommended
voice command list and description. We suspect that malicious
developers may hide sensitive voice commands by not revealing
to the user. In the future, by triggering those commands through
a hidden voice command attack (Figure 2a), the attacker can steal
user information or execute sensitive operations.

Capability Analysis Model

We achieved an accuracy of 95% for the capability analysis of commands with the active learning approach described in Section 4.4.

Capability

Action Injection
Information Retrieval

647 (28.32%)
1,638 (71.68%)

2,285

Sensitivity

Sensitive
Nonsensitive

515 (26.72%)
1,412 (73.27%)

1,927

Table 3: Ground-truth data of Amazon Alexa US 2019 for Capability and Sensitivity analysis model.

4.6.1 Tool for interacting with skill. Currently, we only focus on uncovering the undocumented voice commands for Amazon Alexa (US
2019) because it has 24 million more users than Google Home [14].

As described in Section 4.3, three annotators label 2,285 voice
commands as action injection and information retrieval in Amazon
Alexa. A complete overview of the labeled data for the capability
analysis model is shown in Table 3. From the labeled data, we randomly select 247 skills (which include 475 voice commands) as the
validation dataset, and use the rest of the 862 skills (1,810 voice commands, 501 as action injection, and 1309 as information retrieval)
to train the model. We use the validation set for each round of the
active learning process to evaluate our model’s performance. Note
that the validation set never overlapped with any of the training
data. We reach our optimal point at round ten. And thus, we stop
our active learning procedure at that point. Finally, we get our improved model M that has an accuracy of 95.16% (94.68% precision,
98.04% recall, and 96.33% F1-score) over the validation data.
To investigate if our model is biased towards this validation set,
we extend our experiments to run more evaluations. We randomly

Challenges.
An intuitive method is to use a speaker to play
commands to an Alexa device and use a microphone to record audio
responses from the Alexa device. However, this is time-consuming
and requires a quiet room for better recognition of commands.
Virtual Alexa Client.
Therefore, we introduce our lightweight
testing tool that does not require any physical set up. The testing
tool has two modules: a virtual Alexa client (which works the
same as physical Alexa device) and a speech-to-text module. Alexa
provides a testing interface [20] to help developers to test their
skills and other skills on the market with text input. Our virtual
Alexa client utilizes this feature to test skills with text input instead
of voice input. After receiving the input, the virtual client returns a
series of responses either in text format or in audio format. We use
the Azure speech-to-text service [9] to transcribe audio responses.
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Googl. Alexa

Plat.
US 2019
UK 2019
US 2018
2019
2018

Sensitive
Inject.
Retriv.
8,503(10.61%) 2,939(3.67%)
3,397(6.54%) 757(1.46%)
6,126(9.26%) 1,180(1.78%)
671(7.38%) 341(3.74%)
566(12.45%) 135(2.97%)

Nonsensitive
Inject.
20,559(25.66%)
13,538(26.07%)
17,695(26.75%)
3,018(33.18%)
1,327(29.18%)

Retriv.
48,128(60.06%)
34,230(65.93%)
41,147(62.2%)
5,066(55.7%)
2,520(55.41%)

Table 4: Overview of the total number of action injection-sensitive, action injection-non sensitive, information retrieval-sensitive, information
retrieval-non sensitive voice commands in Amazon Alexa and Google Home.

while the second one is a similar word found by word2vec. We
can observe that the similar keywords also represents the sensitive
characteristics (according to Section 3.2), e.g.- disarm the alarm,
activate the climate control. However, if we lower the threshold
and set it to 0.75, it would give us similar keyword pairs, such as(decrease, seventy-five), (dim, percent), which no longer represent
the sensitive characteristics. Finally, using this keyword-based approach, we get an accuracy of 95.6%, precision of 95.71%, recall of
88.16% and F1-score of 91.78% over the Alexa validation dataset.
To evaluate our model’s performance on Google data, we label
200 voice commands from 83 applications (57 are sensitive, 143
are nonsensitive). Our model achieves 96.5% Accuracy (whereas,
93.44% Precision, 95% Recall, and 94.21% F1-score) on Google data.

Figure 4: We compare our active learning using margin sampling model’s performance with four different baseline approaches including-(1) Base RNN;
where we use RNN network structure for building the machine learning
model, (2) Base CNN; where we use CNN network structure, (3) CNN + data
clean; where before training the model, we process the input data according
to Section 4.2, (4) CNN + ActiveL (Entropy); where we use entropy metric to select unlabeled data to be labeled in each round of active learning approach, (5)
CNN + ActiveL (Margin) is our proposed method; where we select the most uncertain unlabeled data to be labeled in each round of active learning approach
(sorted based on F1-score).

pick 300 voice commands from the unlabeled dataset. Then, we
make predictions using our model, M on those data. Finally, we verify those predictions by human, and find that our model’s accuracy
was 94.65% which is close to the validation accuracy.
We also evaluate our model’s performance on Google data. To
validate the performance, we label 200 voice commands from 87
voice applications (49 are action injection, 151 are information retrieval) from Google Home. Our active learning model achieves
95.99% Accuracy (whereas, 99.32% Precision, 95.38% Recall, and
97.31% F1-score) while running capability analysis on Google data.
We compare our model’s performance with four baselines. In Figure 4, we present these baseline models’ performances along with
our active learning using the margin sampling technique. The fifth
bar is our proposed scheme, which outperforms all the baselines.

5.2

5.3

Measuring Security Implications of Skills.

Now, we put together the results from the capability and sensitivity
analysis to identify the attack surface in the skills. We want to
answer the following questions: (1) How many voice commands
are sensitive in the current US store (2019)? (2) What kind of security
impact it has? (3) Currently, which categories of skills are more
sensitive? (4) Do Amazon Alexa and Google Home now perform
differently in the security analysis? (5) In the US, how rapidly
sensitive voice commands are increasing both in Amazon Alexa
and Google Home compare to last year? (6) Do the sensitive skills
in one region also appear in the other region?

Sensitivity Analysis Model

To answer the first two questions,
Sensitive voice commands.
we combine our capability analysis (Section 4.4) and sensitivity
analysis (Section 4.5). Through the capability analysis, in the 2019
US store, we find 29,062 action injection and 51,067 information
retrieval voice commands from Amazon Alexa, and 3,689 action
injection and 5,407 information retrieval voice commands from
Google Home. Through our sensitivity analysis, we find that certain
skills collect user personal information, banking information, and
operate a smart device, smart car. We identified 12,454 securitysensitive voice commands in total (11,442 from Amazon Alexa
and 1,012 from Google Home). Putting these analyses together, we
show the detailed distributions of sensitive-injection and sensitiveretrieval voice commands of Amazon Alexa US 2019 and Google
Home 2019 in Table 5 & 6 respectively.

Based on our keyword-based strategy (described in Section 4.5), we
can classify the sensitivity of commands with an accuracy of 95.6%.
For sensitivity analysis, we label 1,927 data (247 Alexa skills)
from different categories as illustrated in Table 3. Among them,
we randomly select 1,652 data (sensitive data: 508, nonsensitive
data: 1,144) for building the sensitive keyword set. And the rest of
the data (e.g., 275 voice commands from 99 skill) are chosen for
evaluating the model’s performance. This validation set has never
been considered while building the keyword list.
The performance of our keyword-based approach depends on
correctly identifying the sensitive keywords. One major part of
our keyword-based approach is expanding the sensitive keyword
set using word2vec. While finding similar sensitive keywords, we
set the cosine similarity value to 0.8 because of two reasons. First,
by varying cosine similarity value from 0.5 to 0.95, we find that
0.8 works the best. Second, we perform a case study on the keyword pairs with different cosine similarity. For 0.8, we find several
pairs such as (arm, disarm), (arm, activate), (increase, decrease),
(dim, brighten). In a single tuple, the first word is the source word

Critical categories.
We find that several categories contain
security-sensitive voice commands than others. From Table 5 and 6,
we can observe that smart home from Amazon Alexa, and home
control category from Google Home are the most critical categories
respectively. One counter-intuitive result is that several categories
(e.g., health & fitness, kids) that seem to be sensitive include less
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Category
S. Home
C. Car
Product.
Lifestyle
Busin. & Fin.
Shopping
Home Serv.
Food & Drink
Music & Aud.
Games & Triv.
Utilities
Edu. & Ref.
Comm.
Trvl & Trans.
Health & Fit.
Social
Local
Sports
Movies & TV
Nvlty & Hum.
Weather
News
Kids

Sensitive
Inject.
8,095(75.4%)
118(29.5%)
84(2.42%)
45(0.96%)
35(0.64%)
29(5%)
18(4.1%)
14(0.59%)
11(0.12%)
10(0.17%)
9(2.36%)
8(0.12%)
7(0.64%)
6(0.33%)
6(0.44%)
4(0.46%)
3(0.16%)
1(0.04%)
-

Retriv.
2,218(20.66%)
207(51.75%)
64(1.84%)
60(1.28%)
146(2.68%)
25(4.31%)
15(3.4%)
43(1.8%)
4(0.04%)
7(0.12%)
37(9.71%)
9(0.14%)
52(4.73%)
10(0.56%)
19(1.4%)
7(0.81%)
7(0.38%)
2(0.08%)
3(0.28%)
2(0.04%)
2(0.12%)
-

Nonsensitive
Inject.
157(1.46%)
13(3.25%)
990(28.51%)
1,648(35.03%)
1,422(26.12%)
152(26.2%)
164(37.19%)
562(23.52%)
4,527(48.8%)
391(6.78%)
64(16.8%)
1,948(29.37%)
439(39.95%)
601(33.54%)
432(31.83%)
227(26.33%)
448(24.36%)
703(26.81%)
303(28%)
1,063(20.31%)
491(29.19%)
3,222(30.21%)
592(35.45%)

Retriv.
265(2.47%)
62(15.5%)
2,335(67.23%)
2,952(62.74%)
3,842(70.56%)
374(64.48%)
244(55.33%)
1,770(74.09%)
4,735(51.04%)
5,359(92.93%)
271(71.13%)
4,667(70.37%)
601(54.69%)
1,175(65.57%)
900(66.32%)
624(72.39%)
1,381(75.1%)
1,916(73.07%)
776(71.72%)
4,169(79.65%)
1,189(70.69%)
7,443(69.79%)
1,078(64.55%)

122

2018

Sensitive

Inject.
Home Control 642(24.51%)
Productivity
10(3.45%)
Shopping
6(1.22%)
Health & Fit.
4(0.94%)
Communication 4(1.67%)
Movies & TV
3(1.29%)
Trvl & Trans. 1(0.23%)
Food & Drink 1(0.43%)
Busin. & Fin.
Edu. & Ref.
News
Local
Music & Aud. Games & Triv. Sports
Weather
Art & Life.
Kids
-

Retriv.
281(10.73%)
14(4.83%)
20(4.07%)
6(1.4%)
3(1.29%)
11(3.01%)
3(0.4%)
2(0.21%)
1(0.34%)
-

2018

160

26

2019

Cross-platform Analysis. We have identified three interesting
findings regarding the skills and voice commands in both platforms
(Amazon Alexa US 2019 & Google Home 2019). First, we find that
there are 42 common sensitive voice commands (such as- arm my
system, open door one, etc.) in Google Home 2019 and Amazon
Alexa US 2019. Moreover, we find 62 vulnerable common skills
(such as - K Smart, Mysa Thermostat, Lux Products, etc.). Second,
we can observe the presence of certain sensitive keywords in most
of the sensitive voice commands in both platforms, e.g., Set, Camera,
Arm, Add, Check, Lock, Send. Third, for the same category of voice
commands, the two platforms have similar percentages of sensitive
voice commands in both platforms. For example, smart home in
Amazon Alexa has around 12.87% of sensitive voice commands
whereas the number is 10.14% for Google home. Analysis on the
rest of the categories is included in Table 5 & Table 6.
Evolution analysis.
To understand the trend of voice commands and skills, we compare data between 2019 and 2018 for both
platforms (Alexa US & Google Home). We list the detailed result in
Table 4. First, we find that during 2018-2019, the number of sensitive skills grow from 1,592 (1,385 in Alexa, 207 in Google) to 2,330
(2,144 in Alexa, 186 in Google), and the number of sensitive voice
commands grow from 8,007 (7,306 in Alexa, 701 in Google) to 12,454
(11,442 in Alexa, 1,012 in Google). Second, we find that Amazon
Alexa has many more newly added sensitive skills and voice commands in 2019. Amazon Alexa has 881 new sensitive skills, and
5,116 new sensitive voice commands, whereas Google Home only
has 26 new sensitive skills, and 972 new sensitive voice commands.
More importantly, the ratio of sensitive voice commands in Amazon
Alexa increases from 11.04% to 14.28%, but in Google Home, this
ratio decreases from 15.41% to 11.13%. Third, we noticed 8,228 skills
(7,789 from Alexa, and 439 from Google) were taken down. Interestingly, only 2.05% (169 out of 8,228) of the skills are sensitive, which
is lower than the percentage of the sensitive skills that remain on
the market (5.08%, 1,423 out of 27,996). However, the removed skills
contain slightly more sensitive voice commands on average. On
average, each removed skill has 5.42 sensitive commands, while the
skills on the market have 5.3.

Nonsensitive
Inject.
1,092(41.7%)
119(41.03%)
135(27.44%)
163(38.44%)
64(26.67%)
99(42.67%)
96(22.33%)
66(28.33%)
29(7.95%)
104(13.87%)
416(44.44%)
26(8.78%)
246(80.13%)
208(25.74%)
57(32.39%)
50(30.3%)
34(13.08%)
14(19.18%)

2019

47

(a) Comparisons between
(b) Comparisons between
sensitive skills in Alexa US
sensitive skills in Google
store from 2018 and 2019
Home from 2018 and 2019
Figure 5: Comparisons of Sensitive skills and voice commands between 2018 and 2019 in Amazon Alexa and Google Home.

Table 5: We use our two models- active learning model & keywordbased model, to identify the total number of action injection-sensitive,
action injection-nonsensitive, information retrieval-sensitive, information
retrieval-nonsensitive voice commands in 80,129 voice commands from
twenty-three different categories of Amazon Alexa US 2019. Inject. means
action injection. Retriv. means information retrieval.

Category

881

1263

Retriv.
604(23.06%)
147(50.69%)
331(67.28%)
257(60.61%)
172(71.67%)
130(56.03%)
327(76.05%)
163(69.96%)
325(89.04%)
643(85.73%)
518(55.34%)
269(90.88%)
61(19.87%)
600(74.26%)
119(67.61%)
115(69.7%)
226(86.92%)
59(80.82%)

Region-based analysis.
To figure out whether voice platforms
have different sensitive applications in different regions, besides
the US store, we also investigate skills from the UK store in 2019.
Interestingly, we have not found any separate store for Google
Home other than the US store. As a result, we only compare the
UK and the US store for Amazon Alexa. As is shown in Table 4,
the percentage of sensitive voice skills (3.33%, 674 out of 20,213) is
slightly lower than the US. We also found that similar to the US

Table 6: Analysis results for 9,096 voice commands from eighteen different
categories of Google Home 2019.

sensitive commands. Intuitively, the health & fitness category contains all the sensitive information such as- user health information,
daily fitness activity. However, despite those skills, health & fitness
category contains lots of skills that give users exercise guidelines
or provide other nonsensitive functions. Therefore, the number of
nonsensitive commands are higher in this category.
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store, the smart home category contains the most sensitive voice
commands (3,916 sensitive ones) compared to other categories in
the UK store. In addition, we found 11,548 common skills in Alexa
US 2019 and Alexa UK 2019 data, and 5.6% (646 out of 11,548) are
sensitive skills. Finally, we noticed that 28 sensitive skills only from
the UK store did not appear in the US store, while 1,498 sensitive
skills only from the US store.

5.4

which would make it well representative. Third, our user study is
done through MTurk, and the samples might not be representative
of the general population. However, researchers have been using
MTurk in prior security & privacy research [32, 38, 55]. Moreover,
researchers identified Mechanical Turk as a valid source of highquality human subject data [46]. Given that, the consistency of
reported data, demographically-different samples, we believe our
study provides important insights in sensitive voice commands.

Sanity check evaluation

Only 2% skills (5 out of 250) that we investigate have hidden commands. Therefore, we believe undocumented voice commands are
negligible. We identify 3 skills with hidden commands in the communication category, and 2 such skills in the shopping categories,
and no skills with hidden commands in the following three categories: productivity, business & finance, and health.

6
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RELATED WORK

Attacks and Defenses in VPAs.
Recent research has proved
the existence of vulnerabilities in voice interface both in voice controlled system [29, 42, 45, 54, 70, 71] and smartphones [31, 41, 43].
Roy et al. demonstrated an inaudible voice command attack to
hijack a user’s VPA [63]. Similarly, dolphin attack [76], Cocaine
noodles [69], hidden voice command attack [28] also used inaudible
or adversarial voice command to attack VPA. Recently, researchers
showed that malicious voice command can also be embedded into
audio signal [48, 73]. Apart from these voice commands attacks, attackers are making the VPA system fool by publishing semantically
similar malicious skill. Kumar et al. and Zhang et al. demonstrated
an innovative way of stealing important user information by skill
squatting attack [47, 78]. These NLP level attacks demonstrate serious logic errors and indicate that the speech recognition system is
still not mature that makes this system more vulnerable to attack.
Existing defenses include differentiating between human and
machine voice, live user detection, voice authentication to protect
VPA from attackers [24, 26, 33]. VoiceGesture [77] detected the
presence of the live user by extracting user-specific features in the
Doppler shift. Uzun et al. used captcha for authenticating the user
whenever the system receives a voice command [68]. Researchers
analyzed user interaction with the voice assistants [25, 30, 35, 37,
49], efficient way of controlling IoT devices [27, 40]. However, none
of them measured the prevalence of sensitive voice commands.

DISCUSSION

Countermeasure.
We find that currently in the US store, 6.74%
skills and 13.95% voice commands from Amazon Alexa and Google
Home are sensitive. As a result, manufacturers (i.e., Amazon or
Google) can introduce an extra layer of protection by authenticating
through PIN code or voice profiling before opening sensitive skills.
They do not need to impose these restrictions for all the skills. As a
result, it will also reduce the overhead of the user while using the
nonsensitive skills and ensures a good user experience.
Result Summary and Implications. We perform a large-scale
empirical measurement of 82,770 skills and 211,843 voice commands
on two popular VPAs – Alexa, and Google Home. We only identify
a small portion (5.55%) of the skills that contain sensitive voice
commands. Among the sensitive voice commands, there are 19,263
sensitive “action injection” voice commands for controlling smart
devices and setting or updating system values. In addition, there are
5,352 sensitive “information retrieval” voice commands for collecting sensitive information about users and the network-connected
devices. Across the two VPA platforms (Alexa US 2019 & Google
2019), we only find 62 common sensitive applications available on
both platforms and 42 common sensitive voice commands. The results indicate that only a small portion of skills are used for security
and privacy-sensitive tasks, which deserves more research.

Previous works used NLP techNLP-based Security Analysis.
niques to conduct security analysis under various situations such
as mobile apps [56–58], malware [66], privacy policy [52, 64]. For
example, LipFuzzer to systematically study the problem of misinterpretation of voice command in VPA systems [75]. While they
focused on the pronunciation and functionality of voice commands,
our study focuses on capability and sensitivity of commands.

Limitations.
This paper has a few limitations that need to be
further discussed. First, for the sensitivity analysis, we use keywordbased methods, and focus on generating keywords from skills that
require account linking. This could lead to false positive cases for
the following two reasons: (1) voice commands might include keywords that we did not analyze; (2) the sensitive keywords might
be biased because they might not be representative of skills without account linking. However, based on the evaluation of the 275
validation dataset, the false positive rate is only 1.09%. In addition, we manually analyze 270 additional voice commands from
100 randomly selected skills without account linking features, we
only identify four sensitive voice commands (false positive rate
is 1.48%). A second limitation is related to how we label sensitive
voice commands, given that the definition of sensitivity can be quite
subjective. In this paper, we have three people to label each voice
command independently, and the agreement rate is reasonably high
and acceptable [34] (agreement rate = 94.46%, Fleiss’s Kappa = 0.93).
Also, we fine-tuned our sensitive keyword set using a user survey,
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we measure how a sensitive voice command can
affect the security & privacy of VPA. We design an NLP-based
tool to analyze sensitive voice command for their security and
privacy implications. In our study, we demonstrate the presence of
12,454 sensitive voice commands in the current US store of Amazon
Alexa and Google Home, and measure the evolution and region
differences.
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